
WRITING ASSIGNMENT IDEAS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

These prompts are aimed at middle school students (roughly. A few of these prompts are taken from other people's lists
of writing ideas; for.

Set a timer for 5 minutes and write about all of the sounds you hear in those 5 minutes. What things in your
life are different? What does it look like? What are 3 things you think every house should have? None of it had
anything to do with a standardized assessment. To score high marks for your poetry assignment, you have to
be extra creative and consider all the aspects of the poem evaluation. Imagine you are playing a sport that
involves a ball, such as soccer, baseball or kickball. Write an article about tips for how kids can be more
organized and study well for tests. What do you do about it? Do you think humans will ever live on other
planets? If you had a remote control drone that takes video of everything it sees from the sky and you could
take it anywhere, what would you film? Your teacher has been acting mysterious lately. What are 3 things you
can do that are good for the environment? Write a short story about what it might be like if you woke up one
morning with a mermaid tail. Do you think it is more important to have a good imagination or have all the
facts proven? Imagine you are a reporter interviewing a celebrity about their life. Describe a time when you
needed help and someone helped you. Why is the dragon there? What things do you think kids should be able
to do that only grown-ups can? What do you do? What is your favorite thing about yourself? Would you be
excited? Write what you think should happen instead. How do you care for them? Imagine what it might be
like to be alive in Egypt when the pyramids were built. Now write a story or poem that includes those three
items! Apples or Oranges? Ask a simple question that may provoke surprising answers What is it like to go
shopping with your mother or another person in your family? You are a mad scientist and have invented a new
vegetable. In fact, things are different when writing a creative story. Write about a time when you saw
fireworks in the sky. Explain your reasons. Write instructions for how to make your favorite snack.


